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THE

THE „BIBLICAL-SEMITIC ASPECT“ IN
BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE WORD-DEED
(DABAR)

Dear Friends,
As in previous years, I would like to
take the opportunity today to complete our professional conference
with the following theme:
„The ‚Biblical-Semitic Aspect’ in the
Basic Structure of the WORD-DEED of
God (dabar)”1
I would like to develop this theme
around the following three issues:
1. Introduction: What is „semitic”?
2. The WORD-DEED of God: Creation,
Israel and Messianic Promise
3. Conceptual asymmetry in the hermeneutical frame of understanding
1. INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS „SEMITIC”?
During our first two conferences it became obvious again and again in the
lectures, how crucially important our
understanding of the Biblical-semitic
aspect is for the interpretation of Holy
Scripture and its proclamation today.
This is because God has given his word
in the Hebrew language of the Old Testament, therefore in a semitic language.
Languages, however, are not simply
instruments which can be exchanged.
Instead, they represent unmistakable
and non-exchangeable cultures.
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GOD

Most currently this fact has been elaborated by Prof. Esperanza Alfonso2 in
his recently published research work
„Islamic Culture Through Jewish Eyes:
Al-Andalus from the tenth to twelfth
century”.3 A language is nothing less
than the self-definition and delimitation from other communities. Alfonso
aptly remarks:
„The idea of language and its use are
today perceived as inseparable from
the way in which individuals and communities understand themselves and
relate to each other ...”.4
This is not only true for the Islamic
and Jewish cultural sphere, where the
people think and experience life in a
semitic way, but also for Western and
postmodern Christianity which has
alienated itself from the semitic understanding of the Bible. About 1.000
years ago a fatal decision about Bible
interpretation had already taken place
in the age of Scholasticism.5 This erroneous development in hermeneutics
has not yet been overcome in European-American Theology.
Neither the historical-critical approach
on the one hand, nor the evangelicalpositivist approach on the other – in
their respective variations6 - have
proven suitable to incorporate the
Biblical-semitic way of thinking. 7
However, this is indispensable in or-
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der that the self-revelation of God in
Jesus Christ can be understood by the
Christian church as well as by people
of other religions.
Therefore, Ulrich Kühn8 in his current
Christology draws a precise picture of
the “historical Jesus”:
„First of all … there is the growing
insight into Jesus´ integration into
the Judaism of his day and the Old
Testament/Jewish tradition. It is the Jew
Jesus in whom the Christian faith sees
the salvation of the world (see John
4:22). This historical localization is
foundational for the Christian faith. ...
whereas his roots in the semitic realm
remain formative and unsurpassable,
imposing and presenting a challenge to
other cultures, even though Christianity has immigrated into other cultures
as well. In terms of content, it is particularly the faith in Yahweh, creator
and savior of the world, and the obligation toward the Torah as the good
commandment given by God toward
life, which are formative for Jesus from
his origin in Judaism.”9
Here it is rightly understood and acknowledged that the „Biblical-semitic
aspect” is unique and indispensable
for the understanding of the person
of Jesus from the Old and New Testaments.

ing the use of the Old Testament in
the New Testament:
“... the more Hebrew exegesis you
do in the Old Testament, the clearer
the use is in the New Testament. The
problem is, some New Testament
scholars don’t have much background
in the Hebrew Old Testament. That’s
immediately a problem. There’s such
specialization in all fields today.”11
Beale rightly emphasizes the contemporary deficit in exegetical work in the
Old Testament, which is indispensable
for an adequate understanding of the
semitic links in the New Testament.
This deficit can not only be observed
in the USA, but also in theological
research and education in Germanspeaking Europe, especially in the
evangelical area.
But what exactly is the meaning of “semitic” in our context? Concerning this,
Dr. Hermann Spieckermann, Professor
of Old Testament at the University of
Göttingen,12 offers this precise definition:
„Semites. The term “semitic” was
initially used in 1781 by A.L. Schlözer
(1735-1809) for the supposed original
language of the Syrians, Babylonians,
Hebrews and Arabs, and later on advanced by J.G. Eichhorn (1752-1827)
for the languages which are related to
Hebrew … . The term Semitic refers
to Noah´s son Shem; he and his brothers Ham and Japheth are considered,
according to the table of nations in
Genesis 10, to be the ancestors of
all nations on earth after the Flood
(V. 32). … The dominant concern is
to derive Abraham, the patriarch of
Israel, in a direct genealogical13 line
from Sem (Gen 11,10-32), and to secure predominance for him as early as
possible (Gen 9,26f) … .”14

Therefore the reflection upon the
sources of Holy Scripture in the
shape of the Hebrew original text
has indispensable significance for a
Bible interpretation which does justice to the semitic nature of God´s
self-revelation. Thus, the well-known
Bible scholar and exegete Dr. Gregory
Beale, Professor for Biblical Studies
and New Testament at Wheaton College,10 explains the following regard102
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Therefore, we start from the assumption that the thought structure of
the language of Biblical Hebrew has
been personified in Shem and Abraham as the chosen bearers of divine
revelation. From this it follows that
Biblical-semitic thinking exercised a
formative and structuring force upon
the understanding of reality by the
people of God.
2. THE WORD-DEED OF GOD: CREATION, ISRAEL AND MESSIANIC
PROMISE
If we want to understand Bible interpretation and missions at its core as
the process of revelation and communication of God toward man, the
Hebrew word root dabar is foundational.15 The noun dabar occurs 1442
times16 and is the tenth most frequent
noun in the Hebrew Old Testament.17
Thus, dabar exercises a considerable
and formative influence upon the
world of thought and experience of
the Old Testament. However, despite
its lexical and theological importance,
the origins of the word’s root remain
obscure. Already in 1971, G. Gerleman
had observed: „A convincing etymology for dabar has not been found
until today.”18
The use of the word root dalet-betresh (DBR) differs as a verb from the
substantive in the following way: the
verb denotes in its most important
applications the following activities:
to speak, talk, say, discuss, command, threaten, assure, commission, announce, advertise, agree
upon, present, compose, pray, think
in one´s heart, persuade, promise.19
Here the field of meaning is homogenous in the sense that all uses of
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the verb ultimately relate to the oral
communication of the spoken word.
In contrast, the use of the noun dabar
shows two different emphases which,
however, complement each other and
express in this way a holistic semantic20 concept of dabar. On the one
hand, dabar denotes the “word”, either
the word from God or from humans.
On the other hand, dabar stands for
„issue, matter”, which again can refer
to God or to humans.21 Whereas in
Western culture and theology both
aspects occur as polar opposites,
they form an undissoluble unity in
the semitic culture and thought. Let
us look at it in detail:
2.1 DABAR in the Context of Creation
The noun dabar occurs in the Old Testament in terms of content and timing
in the context of the creational work
of Yahweh, the God of Israel and Creator of the world. This creational work
of God is described again and again
in the Psalms as dabar, as the unity
of word and deed – and therefore it
is called “word-event-formula (d’bar
Yahweh)”.22 For example, Psalm 33:
6 reads:
„Through the word (dabar) of Yahweh
the heavens were created,
and by the breath (beruach) of his
mouth all the stars.”

Here we see in the synonymous parallelism23 of the two verse sections, that
God´s creative work happens through
the creative word, and that this word is
brought forward by God´s own ruach,
his breath. In this, the basic function
of the Spirit of God becomes visible,
who is described in the OT as ruach
as well. The use of the anthropomorphism24 „mouth of Yahweh“ underlines
clearly that even the act of the outgo- Band/Vol. III (2008)
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ing word itself already completes the
deed. Dabar in this instance means:
Word is already completed action.
On this, Erich Zenger aptly remarks:
„Insofar as the word is the thought of
the Creator God which has become
speech …, it is emphasized that the
Creator has established through his
creation a foundational order and that
the process of creation in its entirety
is a word through which the Creator
communicates himself … .”25
This dynamic is again described a few
verses later (Psalm 33:9):
„Because he spoke (amar), and it happened (wayyehi);
he commanded, and it stood firm
(wayyaamod).”
Again, one and the same thought is
expressed through the parallelism of
the parts of the verse by the words
which correspond to each other. Also
here the immediate connection of
word and deed is attested to in the
creative work of God. Concerning this,
Zenger again explains:
„Insofar as the creational word is a
commanding word …, which is being
carried out almost inevitably like a
royal edict in the ancient orient ..., the
events that were initiated in creation
are inexorably accomplished.”26

WORD

We see how already in the third verse
of the Bible the basic structure of the
WORD-DEED of God becomes visible. It
is of foundational significance for the
whole creation and salvation history,
both for the acting of God and for the
acting of humans.27
But not only in the context of the
original creation, but also in the continuous sustainment of creation, the
WORD-DEED of God becomes visible.
Thus, Psalm 147:15-18 describes the
work of Yahweh in the processes of
creation: (see table below).
Here, the interaction between word
and deed becomes very clear. God´s
word, his speaking (amar), becomes a
deed which expresses his power over
the elements of creation. Water freezes
and melts according to his speaking,
because he is the sovereign LORD who
devises creation.
But this speaking of God in the union
of word and deed does not happen in
a one-sided way. Rather, creation also
answers to the work of the Creator.
DEED

"Who sends his word (imrato) toward
earth; speedily his word (debaro) runs.

He sends his word (debaro)

In Psalm 33:9, the verb „and it happened” (wayyehi) occurs, which has
already been used in the creation text
in Genesis 1:3:
„And God said: Let there be light – and
there was (wayyehi) light.”

Who gives snow like flakes of wool
and who spreads frost like ashes.
Who throwas down his ice like chunks,
before whose frost the waters freeze.
- and they melt.
He causes the wind to blow - then the
water trickle".
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This is described in Psalm 19:2-4:
„The heavens tell the glory of God (el)
and the firmament proclaims the work
of his hands.
One day tells the other, and one night
proclaims to the other.
Without language, without words (debarim), inaudible is their voice.”
Here, the communicative power of
creation is expressed in a seemingly
paradoxical way. Creation speaks
by reflecting the glory of God. God,
El, the creator, demonstrates in this
the weight of his presence, his glory
(kabod). We see that the word-deed
of God can be operative even without
the spoken word, as in the case of the
creational work of God. Especially in
this, the DEED-quality of dabar is underlined in an impressive way.28
2.2 DABAR in the context of Israel
The quality of the WORD-DEED becomes
not only visible in creation but also in
the relationship of God with his people.
In the context of a prediction of judgment upon the powerful leaders of the
people because of their injustice against
their inferiors, Micah 2:7 says:
„Has the LORD become impatient? Is
this his doing? Are his words (debaray)
not benevolent toward Israel?”
Here, God´s judgment in his words
and in his deeds are described in a
parallel way as having equal content.
God announces his judgment through
his prophet Micah through his words,
and he carries out this judgment with
his deeds, even though the people do
not want to realize this.29
But not only in the context of judgment the structure of the WORD-DEED
of God becomes visible. Also in the
context of the provision for God´s
people Israel through Yahweh, the inS TUTTGARTER T HEOLOGISCHE T HEMEN - Band/Vol.

separable union of WORD and DEED
of God is of foundational importance.
Thus we read in the prologue to the
repetition of the Torah in Deuteronomy 8:3 about the experience of the
desert wanderings of Israel:
„He humbled you and made you go
hungry and fed you with Manna, which
you did not know and your fathers did
not know, in order to show you that
man does not live on bread (lechem)
alone, but: From every utterance
(moza`) from the mouth of Yahweh
does man live.”
At this point the dynamic of the WORDDEED of God becomes very clearly visible. The physical manna which rained
from heaven, was a supernatural utterance (from the word root yatsa´ - to
come out, to bring forth, to go out)30
of Yahweh to Israel. This utterance of
God is a physical WORD-DEED, underlined again by the anthropomorphism
“mouth of Yahweh”. Through this, God
illustrates that the earthly bread alone
and taken by itself does not yet provide
access to life. Life (chay) in the Biblical-semitic understanding therefore is
both the receiving of the divine word
and the receiving of the earthly bread.
Here, the unity and wholeness of the
life relationship of Yahweh with his covenant people Israel becomes obvious.
This includes in a definite way the necessity of the supernatural dimension
in the life of Israel and in its mission:
to be already in the Old Testament a
light for the nations.31
The effectiveness of the divine word in
the earthly reality is not only true for
the people as a whole, but also for the
individual person, like, for example,
the prophets of the Old Testament.
Thus, Jeremiah prays to Yahweh (Jeremiah 15:15-16):
III (2008)
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„You know, LORD, remember me and
take care of me and take revenge on
my persecutors. ... Your words were
my food as often as I received them,
and your words have become a jubilation and joy for my heart; because
I am called by your name, LORD God
Sabbaoth.”
In this prayer of the prophet the words
of God occur in the context of his acts
of judgment toward the enemies of
Jeremiah. The prophet believes the
words of a God who can act on behalf
of him, who has done this repeatedly
in the past, and who therefore is able
to do this again in the future. God´s
words are a source of nourishment
and joy for Jeremiah, because he
knows that he belongs to Yahweh,
the God of Israel.
To be called according to God´s name
means for the prophet that he is the inalienable property of Yahweh. Because
in semitic thinking, the name signifies
the ownership and the essential belonging. Thus, Adam van der Woude32
explains that the name in Old Testament perspective is the „exponent of
the personality”33, which, on the one
hand, contains the meaning of the
name according to its sense, on the
other hand, the meaning of the name
according to its force and effect.34 Van
der Woude aptly remarks:
„Because the divine name as such is
unknown to humans ..., the unknown
God himself must step out of his unknown status, in order to reveal his
name to man through a theophany,
so that he can be named and called
by this name …”.35 … „Knowledge of
the name enables for fellowship: If you
know the name of a human or of a god,
then you can summon him ... . In this
sense, knowing the name means virtually to have power over the known per106
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son. If the person owns great power
in itself, then also his name possesses
the according effect …”.36
Thus it becomes visible how, on the
one hand, the aspect of the righteousness of the actions of God, and
on the other hand, the aspect of the
undissolvable fellowship with God
determines the quality of the words
of God. God´s words nourish man
because he is a God who implements
his working in actual deed.37
2.3 DABAR in the context of Messianic
promise
This word-deed-structure, as it becomes visible on an individual level
in Jeremiah, can also be observed on a
communal level in the people of Israel.
The first Servant Song38 in Isaiah 42:
1-9 announces the Messianic savior
and judge who will bring restoration
and justice in Israel and among the
nations. Within this perspective on the
future, Yahweh confirms through his
prophet the call to repentance for all
mankind (Isaiah 45:22-24):
„Turn to me, and you will be saved, all
the ends of the earth; because I am
God, and there is no other.
I have sworn by myself, and from my
mouth justice has gone forth, a word
which will not be revoked,
that in front of me every knee shall
bow and all tongues vow and say: Only
in the LORD I have righteousness and
strength.”
Here it becomes visible how the word
of God contains the deed of judgment
which he will carry out. All humans
will acknowledge his lordship, his
righteousness and his power. God
invites Israel and the nations to return
to him in order to experience salvation. Because he is God, the only God,
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who joins together word and deed for
the salvation and righteousness for
man.39
This coherence becomes very clear
shortly afterwards in the Book of
Isaiah after the fourth Servant-of-GodSong (Is 52:13-53:12). Yahweh calls
his unfaithful people Israel to repentance and he promises to establish an
everlasting covenant with them (Is
55:3). Because of this promise, God
offers to his people an active repentance and a gracious forgiveness (Is
55:7). This word of God on repentance and forgiveness originates from
his sovereign wisdom and grace, as
can be seen in the following comparison from nature (Is 55:10-11):
„Because as the rain and the snow fall
from the sky and do not return there
again but water the earth in order to
give it fruitfulness and growth so that
it produces seed to sow and bread
to eat,
likewise my word (d’bari) which proceeds from my mouth, will not return
to me empty, but it will do (`asah)40
what I please and it will succeed in
what I will send it to.”
Here again, the undissoluble correlation between the word as the speaking of God, and the deed as the working of God, is clearly demonstrated.
The deed-quality of the word of God
becomes particularly visible in the
fact that it does not return empty,
ineffective and in vain, but that it
possesses a factual-physical shaping
power which Yahweh will exercise
sovereignly in order to accomplish
his purposes.
The Messianic promise reaches its
completion in the Old Testament
through the announcement of the
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New Covenant41 (Ezekiel 36:26-27;
Jeremiah 31:31-34). Through the New
Covenant, Yahweh restores his honor
by which he has bound himself with
Israel, even over against the nations
which live without him. Professor
Moshe Greenberg 42 aptly remarks
on this:
„The indissoluble connection between
God´s glory and Israel´s destiny is
the guarantee for Israel´s restoration;
and in order that God´s name would
never again be dishonored, Israel´s
restoration must be sustained eternally. This is only possible if Israel is
no longer capable to act against the
divine will.”43
Yahweh himself will restore his covenant people Israel, not only spiritually44 but also physically and bring
them back from death to life (Ezekiel
36:28-37:14). This is illustrated in the
vision of the dead on the field who
become alive again. Yahweh speaks
to the dried bones directly with his
words (Ezekiel 37:4ff):
„… hear the word of the LORD (debar
YHWH)!” Then Yahweh unfolds his
life giving power by carrying out the
WORD-DEED which he had announced.
In three steps he introduces his creative word with the following words
(Ezekiel 37:5,9,12):
„Thus says God the LORD (koh ´amar
´adonai YHWH)!” – this is the wellknown Messenger-Formula, 45 by
which the Old Testament prophets
have emphasized that God himself by
his own authority has shaped reality.
This creative speaking of God is affirmed again at the end of the vision
(Ezekiel 37:14):
„… and you shall know that I am the
LORD: I speak and I also do it, speaks
the LORD”. Here it becomes visible
how the unity of word and deed in the
III (2008)
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dabar of God is emphasized again, because it is God´s own concern which
he will undoubtedly accomplish.
2.4 Results
We have examined texts within various contexts in the Old Testament in
order to understand the use of dabar
in the context of semitic thinking. In
this process, the quality of content
of dabar became more and more focussed and specific. This took place
intentionally from the aspect of
Christology46: God speaks and acts
through his WORD-DEED in creation,
he continues it through his Old Testament work with Israel and he focuses
his self-revelation in his WORD-DEED
in Jesus of Nazareth, the incarnated
Christ. Here we observe a “Christological Focusing” of the self-communication of God in Jesus Christ.
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In Jesus of Nazareth, God has revelaed his own nature as a human in
space and time in the highest possible
way. This self-revelation of God took
place in the perfect union of WORD
and DEED, as Jesus Christ has implemented it in his life, and completed
it through his self-sacrifice on the
cross. Thus, his living and his dying
becomes the ultimate criterion of the
love of God and his approach toward
man whom he wants to lead out of the
estrangement into the communion of
the kingdom rule of God.
This is clearly emphasized in John 1:
3 where Christ, the living WORD, calls
creation through the DEED into existence: „… eveything has been created
by HIM, and without him nothing is
made which has been made.” The
eternal WORD, which is life, creates
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the DEED which generates life in
space and time. Therefore, the DEED
is the presence of the physical, geographical and historical dimension in
space, time and locality.
In the Western-rational pattern of
understanding, word and deed are
structurally separate, therefore the
relationship between God, man and
his neighbor is in principle divided:
(Picture 1).
In contrast to this, word and deed
in the Biblical-semitic pattern of
understanding form an undissolvable unity which becomes a holistic
movement of approach from God to
man and from man to his neighbor.
Here, WORD and DEED do not function
contrary but rather complementary to
each other: (Picture 2).

This holistic character of dabar has
been aptly summarized by Otto
Procksch:
„Every dabar is filled with power
which can manifest itself in a variety
of energies. This power is being felt
by the one who perceives the word
and absorbs it into himself; but it is
also valid independently from this
absorption in its objective effects
which the word generates in history.
... Only in the Hebrew dabar is the
concept of FACT, including its energy, so vividly present in the concept
of WORD, that the word appears as a
factual power which is and remains
forceful, which runs and has power
to give life.”47
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3. CONCEPTUAL ASYMMETRY IN THE
HERMENEUTICAL FRAME OF UNDERSTANDING
Already during the previous conference we saw that it is necessary
to develop an understanding of the
complex problems of hermeneutics.48
In missions, as in theology, we have
to face up to the fact that different
worldviews contain different thought
structures.49 This became obvious in
the course of our investigation into
the term dabar as word-deed in semitic thinking in contrast to Western
thinking.
These different thought structures, e.g.
between the Biblical revelation and Islam, will lead even in the missionary dialogue inevitably to a dead end. This can
only be overcome if we become aware of
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the “otherness” of the presuppositions
of such thought processes.
I would like to use a well known example in order to clarify that there is
a “conceptual50 asymmetry“ between
the Bible and Islam, when we specify
how man, sin and God relate to each
other. (Picture 3)
In this picture we see the Biblical
understanding of salvation in Jesus
Christ. On the one side there is man,
separated from God on the other side.
Between man and God there is a ditch,
representing the sin of man. The way
of man to God is Jesus Christ, whose
cross forms the bridge across the
ditch. Even the “good works” of man
are inadequate and fall short of bringing man to God.
This way to God and into fellowship
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with him is, however, only possible
and conceivable, in the first place,
because God himself has come out of
the invisible, the transcendent world,
down to the level of man. God became
man in Jesus Christ, he has incarnated
himself out of transcendence into
space and time.51
In contrast to this, the Islamic understanding of salvation is based upon
an entirely different assessment of
the relationship between man and
God. Here, man is also separated from
God through the ditch of sin, and he
hopes to cross this ditch by his good
works. The decisive difference from
the Christian understanding of the secure salvation in Jesus Christ is found
in the double asymmetry of the Islamic
conception (Picture 4):
a) in Islam, the way leads „only” into

paradise – and not to God and into
the fellowship with him (here, Jesus
speaks of the “Father´s house”), and
b) this way of salvation – by man´s
own works – is so insecure and untraversable, like the cutting blade of
a sword.
Accordingly, the Muslim, on the one
hand, has no access and entitlement
to the communion with Allah, because
Allah is inaccessibly transcendent. On
the other hand, his assurance of salvation is so insecure as if it were not
even existent.
The Biblical promise of communion
with God himself, not only of a physical paradise, is plainly unthinkable for
people in Islam. Not only this, but even
the thought in itself is already a blasphemy, because Allah can never lower
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himself toward the level of humans
and through this act humiliate himself.
However, especially this self-humiliation of God is the foundation for the
unique quality of the relationship between God and man according to the
Biblical salvation history and self-communication of God. Only here there is
the encounter of man and God on one
and the same level, the level of the
incarnation and gracious approach of
God. This again endows us with the
assurance of salvation through the
atoning death of Jesus.
From this conceptual asymmetry follows the theological and missionary
task to find a way of access to the Islamic frame of understanding, where
the notion is at all acceptable and
comprehensible from that perspective.
Here, still huge tasks of the structural
fitting are ahead of us which we would
like to work on by developing a profile
of the foundational “Biblical-semitic
aspects”.
We would like to say „Thank you” to all
of you for your interest and presence
at this professional conference and we
look forward to seeing many of you
again next year! Our theme in 2009
will be: “Missions in Church History”,
and again we will have international
experts who will lecture on this subject.
Thank you!

MARKUS PIENNISCH (Dr. theol.),
Stuttgart, is co-founder and Principal
of EUSEBIA School of Theology (EST)
as well as editor of STT. International
teaching ministry in the area of Systematic Theology, Hermeneutics and
New Testament.
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